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PREFACE

Since 1966 Karnataka Secondary Education Examination Board has been conducting SSLC 
and other examinations. Albert Einstein said “Education is not the learning of facts, but the 
training of mind to think”. So to train the mind and strengthen the roots of students, the KSEEB 
implements Continuous & Comprehensive Evaluation (CCE). The term ‘Continuous’ in the CCE 
refers to the periodicity and regularity in assessment and the term ‘Comprehensive’ refers to overall 
assessment of the learner, in both curricular & co curricular scheme of things.

The KSEEB initiated the change and to support it, Oswaal Publications started an exclusive 
series of books which comprises of Sample Question Papers along with other titles. The thought was 
to give students enough questions to solve rather than feeding them with answers to memorize.

These Sample Question Papers strictly follow the CBSE guidelines, syllabus and marking 
scheme. This book has a total of 10 sample question papers, out of which 5 question papers are solved, 
and the answers follow the word limit specified by the KSEEB. The answers have been written in 
steps and each step specifies marks as per the KSEEB marking scheme. This will enable students to 
judiciously choose what to write, how much to write and how to manage the task in the allotted time 
which will reduce their stress during examination. 

However, as mentioned, Oswaal Publications believes that students should practise with enough 
number of questions, hence this book has 5 more sample papers which are unsolved and meant for 
self-assessment. After solving the unsolved sample question papers, students can download solutions 
from our website and can evaluate their performance. In this way students can take proactive measures 
for examinations by learning from their mistakes.

Each Sample Question Paper covers all typologies specified by KSEEB. Wherever required, well 
labelled and high quality figures/diagrams are given for easy and quick learning. One of the major 
attractions is “On Tips Notes” which will help students in revision of the whole syllabus very fast and 
effectively. 

At last we would like to thank our authors, editors, reviewers and specially students who 
regularly send us suggestions which helps in continuous improvement of this book and makes this 
book stand in the category of “One of the Best”. Wish you all Happy Learning. 

—Publisher
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SAMPLE 
   QUESTION PAPER - 1

(KSEEB June 2015, Exam Paper)

Solved___________________________________________

Time : 3 Hours Maximum Marks : 100

General Instructions :
 (i) The Question-cum-Answer Booklet consists of objective and subjective types of questions having 

50 questions.
 (ii) Space has been provided against each objective type question. You have to choose the correct 

choice and write the complete answer along with its letter in the space provided.
 (iii) For subjective type questions enough space for each question has been provided. You have to 

answer the questions in the space.
 (iv) Follow the instructions given against both objective and subjective types of questions.
 (v) Candidate should not write the answer with pencil. Answers written in pencil will not be evaluated.  

( Except Graphs, Diagrams and Maps)
 (vi) In case of Multiple Choice, Fill in the blanks and Matching questions, scratching / rewriting / 

marking is not permitted, thereby rendering to disqualification for evaluation.
 (vii) Candidates have extra 15 minutes for reading the question paper.
 (viii) Do not write anything in the space provided in the right side margin.

I. Four alternatives are given for each of the following questions / incomplete statements. 
Only one of them is correct or most appropriate. Choose the correct alternative and write 
the complete answer along with its letter in the space provided against each question.

      14 × 1 = 14

1. My Maternal uncle was ................................ M.L.A.

 The suitable article to be filled in the blank is

 (A) a (B) an

 (C) one (D) the.

2. The new building ........................... to my uncle.

 The suitable verb to be filled in the blank is

 (A) belongs (B) belong

 (C) belonging (D) has belong.

3. You have a camera, ........................... .

 The suitable question tag for the above is

 (A) don’t you ? (B) do you ?

 (C) haven’t you ? (D) have you ?

(With Model Answers of KSEEB June 2015 Exam)
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4. Can you do it ?
 The passive form of this sentence is
 (A) You can do it ? (B) How can you do it ?
 (C) Can you be done by it ? (D) Can it be done  by you ?
5. Which of the following is a simple sentence ?
 (A) He ran fast but he failed to win the prize.
 (B) Although he ran fast he failed to win the prize.
 (C) In spite of running fast, he failed to win the prize.
 (D) He failed to win the prize because he did not run fast.
6. “Where is Noida ?” said Ravi.
 The reported form of this sentence is
 (A) Ravi said where is Noida.
 (B) Ravi suggested where was Noida.
 (C) Ravi asked where was Noida.
 (D) Ravi asked where Noida was.
7. If it rained heavily, the reservoirs ............................. full.
 Use the right form of the verb to fill the blank :
 (A) will be (B) would be
 (C) would have been (D) will have been.
8. Our examinations begin ............................. the 30th of March.
 The suitable preposition to be used is
 (A) from (B) on
 (C) during (D) in.
9. This is one of the greatest pieces of art.
 The positive degree of this sentence is
 (A) This is one of the great pieces of art.
 (B) No other piece of art is as great as this.
 (C) Very few pieces of art are as great as this.
 (D) No other piece of art is greater than this.
10. ‘In me thou seest the twilight of such day’
 The figure of speech used here is
 (A) Oxymoron (B) Simile
 (C) Metaphor (D) Alliteration.
11. The dog was ............................... by the car.
 The suitable phrasal verb to be filled in is
 (A) run into (B) run over
 (C) run away (D) run out
12. Last year we had sufficient foodgrains in the barns but this year it is ........................ .
 The antonym of the underlined word is
 (A) excessive (B) surplus
 (C) deficient (D) bountiful.
13. The Synonym of the word ‘potent’ is
 (A) powerful (B) important
 (C) vital (D) needful
14. Give one word for the following :
 ‘The absence of governmental authority’
 (A) Anarchy (B) Autocracy
 (C) Democracy (D) Dictatorship.
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II.	 Observe	the	relationship	in	the	first	pair	of	words	and	complete	the	second	pair	accordingly	in	the	
following :   4 × 1 = 4

15. Weak : Week; Seen : ...................... .
16. Archer : Archery; Carpenter : ............................. .
17. Satisfied : Dissatisfied; Satisfactory : ........................... .
18. Kidneys : Urologist; Nerves :  ................... .
III. Answer the following questions in a sentence each : 4 × 1 = 4
19. What is inoculation ?
20. What does Basavanna compare his body to ?
21. “I came here to learn ‘thy science’,” says Buttoo. What does ‘thy science’ refer to ?
22. What did Drona seek from Buttoo as recompense ?
IV. Quote from memory :   4
23. And I water’d .............................................................................
  ......................................................................................................
  ......................................................................................................
  ............................................................................................ wiles.

Or
  The rich 
  ......................................................................................................
  ......................................................................................................
  ......................................................................................................
  ......................................................................................................
  ......................................................................................................
  ......................................................................................................
  ......................................................................................................
  of gold.
V. Answer the following questions in three or four sentences each : 8 × 2 = 16
24. What did Jean tell Pierre to convince him that he should go to get the tart ?
25. Why do we call the scientist Louis Pasteur an all-rounder ?
26. How did Anne Frank compare herself to a song bird ?
27. ‘A wave of the seas she had never seen
  before came to her and carried her to him’
 How do you say that birds too have feelings ?
28. ‘Things standing shall fall,
 But the moving ever shall stay’
 Briefly explain the message that these two lines convey.
29. What did Ellen do to express her love towards Lochinvar ?
30. What did the brave Greeks do to make the Cyclop blind ?
31. Write any two acts of Karna which Lord Krishna recounts which violated fair play and chivalry.
VI. Explain with reference to the context :   5 × 3 = 15
32. “But if you’ll unwrap that package, you may see why you had me going a while at first.”
33. Can you tell me—did she keep her hair long or short ?”
34. “Money is not required to buy even one necessity of the soul.”
35. “Good fences make good neighbours.”
36. “O grave, keep shut lest I be shamed !”
VII.	 Answer	the	following	questions	in	five	or	six	sentences	each	: 4 × 3 = 12
37. There are two worlds—the world of the idler artist and the world of the inhabitants of the Workers’ 

Paradise. Which world is better ? Why do you feel so ?
38. C.V. Raman says that water is the real elixir of life. Justify this statement giving examples.
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39. ‘This thou perceiv’st which makes thy love more strong 
 To love that well, which thou must leave ere long’
 How is this couplet a fitting conclusion to the three quatrains ?
40. Why, according to Doctor Livesay, did he give the map to the pirates ?
VIII. Answer the following questions in seven to eight sentences each : 4 × 4 = 16
41. Mahatma Gandhi says that a moral act should be done without compulsion. How does he illustrate 

this ?
Or

 Is the title ‘The Gift of the Magi’ appropriate for the story ? Justify.
42. The approach of the Sexton, the postman, the blacksmith and the baker to the game is typical of their 

profession. Elaborate this.
Or

 How was ‘The Diary of Anne Frank’ an eye-opener to the Germans to the viciousness of racial 
persecution ?

43. ‘Only the test of fire makes fine steel’ says Abraham Lincoln. Do you agree ? Give reasons to support 
your point of view.

Or
 How do you say that Lochinvar was very brave ?
44. Describe the effect that the spectacle of the peak had on Wordsworth’s mind.

Or
 ‘And men shall ever link thy name
 With Self help, Truth and ‘Modesty’
 Narrate the circumstances that led Dronacharya bless Buttoo saying the above words.
IX. 45. Write an essay (in about 15 -20 sentences) on any one of the following topics : 1 × 5 = 5 
 (A) Swachh Bharat Abhiyan
 (B) The safety of women/girls in India at stake today
 (C) Computers
X. 46. Imagine that you are Kavya/Karan of Government High School, Shahabad.
 Write a letter to your friend describing the ‘Inter-school Sports Meet’ of your place. 5

Or
 Write a letter to the Editor of a newspaper expressing your concern on uncontrolled increasing prices 

of essential commodities.
XI. Read the following passage carefully and answer the questions that follow : 5
 Gratitude is thankfulness towards the one who helps you in times of need. There is much greatness of 

mind in acknowledging a good turn as in doing it.
 Man is a social animal and cannot live all by himself. Interaction amongst men is necessary. We need 

the help of others and, in turn, must help them. Whenever we receive any help from any person, we 
should be grateful to him. If we do not express our gratitude, people may not wish to help us a second 
time. A kind generous deed deserves a “Thank you” accompanied by a gracious smile. If you have 
an opportunity to return that kind deed, don’t forget to do so ungrudgingly. It costs so little to be 
grateful.

 We should never forget to say the simple word “Thank you”. Whatever be the help, we should be 
thankful to our parents or teachers and our friends for doing so much for us. Think of life without 
your parents’ care and help ! Think of the guidance your teachers give you ! It is very important to be 
grateful to them.  

Questions :
47. When do we find much greatness of mind ?   
48. Why is interaction amongst men necessary ?  
49. Why should we be grateful to our parents and teachers ?
50. How can you acknowledge a generous deed ?  

nn
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S O L U T I O N S
SAMPLE 
   QUESTION PAPER - 1

(KSEEB Model Answers June 2015)

Solved___________________________________________

Time : 3 Hours Maximum Marks : 100

I. Choose the Correct alternative :     14 × 1 = 14
1. (B)  an 2. (A)  belongs 
3. (A)  don't you ? 4. (D) Can it be done by you ?
5. (C)  Inspite of running fast, he failed to win the prize.
6. (D)  Ravi asked where Noida was. 7. (B)  would be
8. (A)  from  
9. (C)  Very few pieces of art are as great as this. 10. (C)  Metaphor 
11. (B) run over 12. (C)  deficient
13. (A) powerful 14. (A)  Anarchy 
II. Observe the relationship :     4 × 1 = 4
15. Scene
16. Carpentry
17. Unsatisfactory
18. Neurologist
III. Answer the following Questions : (1 mark for Expression)
19. Inoculation is treating a person or animal against some disease by injecting a weak form of the 

same disease into the body.
20. Basavanna compares his body to a shrine.
21. 'Thy science' refers to skill in archery and use of weapons.
22. Drona asked Buttoo to give his right hand thumb as recompense.
IV. Quote from memory : (4 marks for Composition)
23. And I water'd it in fears,
 Night and morning with my tears ;
 And I sunned it with smiles 
 And with soft deceitful wiles.

OR
 The rich 
 will make temples for Siva.

 What shall I 

 a poor man,

 do ?
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 My legs are pillars,

 the body the shrine,

 the head a cupola
 of gold.
V. Answer the following Questions : (1 marks for Composition & 1 mark for Expression)
24. Jean told Pierre that he overheard Marion telling that she couldn't give the tart to just anyone. It must 

be the same messenger who came for the pie or none at all.
25. We call the scientist Louis Pasteur an all rounder, because all the researches he did in his laboratories 

were meant to help his fellow human beings. It would be impossible to imagine that Pasteur was 
experimenting with explosives or poison gas.

26. Anne Frank compares herself to a songbird whose wings have been brutually torn out and who is 
flying in utter darkness against the bars of its own cage.

27. The female sarus crane experienced immense grief at the death of her partner when it was shot dead. 
She sorrowed so much that she pined away with that grief. 

28. These two lines convey a strong message that all that is physical  or static is subject to destruction. The 
poet beseeches God to reside in his body temple as temples of stones are stationary and will perish 
with time.

29. Ellen kissed the wine and offered it to lochinvar. He quaffed off the wine and threw down the cup, she 
looked down to blush and looked up to sigh with a smile on her lips and a tear in her eye.

30. When the Cyclop was drunk and lay insensible, Ulysses and his men placed the sharp end of the stake 
in the fire till it was heated red–hot and the four men with great difficulty bored the sharp end of the 
huge stake right  into the eye of the drunken cannible.

31. (a) Karna along with Duryodhana, Dushasana, Sakuni dragged Draupodi to the Hall of Assembly.
         (b)   He inveigled Dharmaputra to gamble and cheated him.
         (c) Refused to give Yudhisthira his kingdom even after Pandavas completing their 12 years in forest 

and one year in cognito according to the pledge.  (Any two) 
VI. Explaing with reference to the context : (2 marks for Composition & 1 mark for Expression)
32. Lesson : The gift of the Magi
 Writer : O Henry.
 Said by Jim to Della.
 Della sold her beautiful long hair to buy a fob, chain for Jim's gold watch as a Christmas present, Jim 

sold his gold watch to buy a set of combs for Della's lovely hair. When Jim comes back home he is 
dazed to see Della's hair gone. She pacifies him. In this context Jim says those words.

33. Lesson : The eyes are not here
 Writer : Ruskin Bond.
 Asked by the narrator to the new fellow traveller.
 The first fellow traveller : a beautiful girl was blind. The narrator too was blind. Preventing others 

from discovering that he was blind was his game and he succeeded in it with the girl. The girl too 
hides about her blindness. When she alighted from the train and a new passenger came in, during the 
discussion about the girl, the narrator asked about her hair.   

34. Lesson : Consumerist Culture
 Writer : Cheriyan Alexander
 The writer quotes this sentence which is an observation of Henry David Thoreau, the 19th century 

American philosopher. This is quoted to highlight the fact that beyond a point it is necessary to say 
'enough' to the merely material then one should turn to the commodities of the spirit which do not 
require any money.

35. Poem : Mending Wall
 Poet : Robert Frost
 Said by the speaker's neighbour to the speaker. The wall between the speaker's land and that of his 

neighbour's would get disturbed due to different reasons and they both would go to rebuild it. But 
the speaker who feels that there is no necessity of rebuilding that wall tries to convince his neighbour 
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about it.  But each his neighbour voices his thought that if fences are good, there won't be fight between 
the neighbours.   

36. Poem : C. L. M.
 Poet : John Masefield
 Addressed by the poet to the grave of his mother.
 The poet's mother died during childbirth. Now he is grown and she who nourished him may not 

recognise him if She sees him But he is ashamed of what is going on in the world–how men trample 
women's right, atrocities on women, etc. and so he does not want her to come back to see such things.

VII. Answer the following Questions : (3 marks for Expression)
37. One world is of artistic pleasure, the other is of work and no relaxation. The idler artist’s world is 

full of whims and fancies, colours and designs, creativity and recreation but lacks utility. In worker's 
world people bustle about doing useful work—no time to stop and admire art. When these two extrem 
worlds come together, they can make a good world. Things become complete when beauty goes along 
with utility.     

38. Water is needed to survive. It bring fertility and prosperity even to desert land. It has even helped 
in the growth of civilisation. Flowing water carries silt and makes land fertile which is good for 
agriculture. Not only this but water is also needed for physiological activities in animal and plant life. 
It also develops waterways, Hydro-electric power and aesthetic value.  

39. In the first three quatrains the poet compares the fading of his age to three elements of nature -fading 
of seasons, fading of daylight, the dying of fire.  The poet also makes his friend realise that he is in old 
age. The couple gives conclusion to the thought process and advises his friend to behave in a certain 
way i.e., to love him more strongly as he is nearing death.     

40. The doctor had gone to find Ben Gunn. He learnt  that Ben Gunn had already found the treasure and 
taken it to his cave. He also saw that the ship had vanished. The treasure map was useless. So he gave 
the map to the pirates to let them have the stockade where he was sure they would go down with 
malaria.

VIII. Answer the following Questions : (2 marks for Composition & 2 marks for Expression)
41. According to Mahatma Gandhi, there is no morality in our act, if we rise  early out of fear that if we 

are late to office we may leave our situation . There is no morality in our living, a simple means to 
live otherwise. Plain, simple living would be moral if, though we think of all the want and misery in 
the world and feel that we ought to live a plain simple life. Even there is no morality if an employer 
sympathises with his employees or pays them higher wages lest they leave him. 

OR
 Yes, the title is appropriate. The Magi were wise men who brought gifts to baby Jesus and invented 

the art of giving Christmas presents. Their gifts were wise, ones ; they came from quite far out of love.
 Jim and Della unwisely sacrificed for each other the greatest treasures of their house. But the love that 

is exhibited in their acts is worth praising. 
42. The Sexton worked in church-rang bell, cleaned the church and dug graves. He was very cautious and 

gave powerful strokes because of regular digging. The Postman was a government official and did not 
take any risk. He showed this quality in his game also risk. The Blacksmith did physically straining 
work-batting quite savage and wild like hitting the iron on the anvil. The Baker was the substitute 
runner for injured Blacksmith. Like his profession, he did not do the taxing work but does the physical 
work of running.

OR
 For many years, German's post-war administrator had tried to make people realise the criminal 

nature of the Nazi regime, but failed. When a play based on Anne Frank's diary was enacted, the 
audience received Anne Frank's tragedy in silence, heavy with remorse. They did not go out even 
during the interval. It was as if they were ashamed to face one another. The Germans seemed to 
accuse themselves for the treatment meted out to the Jews by the Nazis. They were awakened to the 
inhumanity of their fellow men. 

43. Only when the steel is thrust in fire that it becomes strong and hard. It is only a man who passed 
through difficulties and trying circumstances emerges mentally strong.
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 Only in the face of difficulties and problems man learns to cope up and overcome with determination 
and patience. He becomes  more confident and competent. So Abraham Lincoln wants his son's 
teacher to treat his son gently but not to cuddle him for the above reasons.

OR
 Lochinvar came to Netherby Hall unarmed except for a broadsword, crossing all hurdles on his way 

for he heard that his lady love Ellen was getting married there. He entered the hall boldly in front of 
the bride's kinsmen and relatives and when he was questioned by the bride's father, he hides his real 
intentions and said he only came for a dance. He not only takes Ellen's hand and dances with her in 
front of everyone present there but also near the door, swings her to his horse and he too mounts it 
and gallops away.

44. The poet describes that a huge and black peak put its head up as if it were a living creature endowed 
with a will power of its own. Slowly growing larger in stature, the awful peak with its towering height 
seemed to stand between him and the stars. It seemed as if it was following him with regular steps. 
This spectacle remained for many days in his mind even in his dreams. No other pleasant images 
came to his mind.

OR
 Dronacharya, the master of archery refused to teach Buttoo the art when he was approached.
 Buttoo learnt all on his own but considered Dronacharya as his guru and revered him, promised that 

all that he conquered by his skill was his guru's. Dronacharya asked Buttoo his right hand thumb as 
recompense because he had promised Arjuna that he would make him the greatest. Buttoo severed 
his thumb and offered to his guru putting him to shame. Hence, Dronacharya blessed the boy saying 
the above words.

IX. Write an essay : (3 marks for Composition & 2 marks for Expression)
45.                                                   (A) Swachh Bharat Abhiyan :

  Swachh Bharat Abhiyan (clean India Mission) is a national campaign by the government of India, 
covering 4041 statutory towns, to clean the streets, roads and infrastructure of the country. This 
campaign was officially launched on 2nd October 2014 at Rajghat, New Delhi, where Prime Minister 
Narendra Modi himself cleaned the road. It is India's biggest ever cleanliness drive and 3 million 
government employees and school college students of India participated in this event. The mission 
was started by Prime minister Modi. It has been carried forward since then with people from all walks 
of life joining it.  

(B) The safety of women/girls in India at stake today :

  Women in India-a better half of Indian society, today, are becoming the most vulnerable section as far 
as their safety and security is concerned. When we turn the pages of a newspaper, we come across many 
headlines reporting cases of sexual assault, molestation, sexual harassment, ill treatment of women 
in house etc. This simple implies that there has been an increasing trend of such sexual overdrives 
in present generation. Our Indian Constitution has envisaged a dream of true social, economical and 
political democracy which guarantees the rich and moral principles of equality for our citizens but this 
has not yet been fully realised. Still our better halves are unsafe and unsecure towards the realisation 
of freedom and liberty. As a good citizen, we have a fundamental duty to contribute towards bringing 
an order to ensure dignity and respect for women so that they can also enjoy their human rights and 
fundamental rights with sense of pride, freedom and confidence.

(C) Computers
  Modern world is the world of science and technology. Many advancements have been made in this 

field. The invention of computer by Mr. Charles Babbage has brought out a revolution. There is 
no field where we cannot see the usage of computer. In fact computer has made everything easy, 
comfortable and within reach. Every information is just a click away. Almost every work can be done 
with the help of a computer so it is found in all the government and private offices. It responds to 
a specific set of instructions. Its memory stores data and programs and can reproduce it whenever 
it  is required. A computer can do many things like drawing, painting, communicating, calculating, 
providing information and what not. It is sometimes also referred   to as second intelligence. It is 
based on binary coding and decoding. In modern times, many of the machines in many fields are 
computerised and hence have made man’s work much easier.
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X.    (3 marks for Composition & 2 marks for Expression)
46. 123, Kavya Nikunj
 Shahabad.
 20th August 2015
 Dear Kavish,
  I do hope this letter finds you in the best of health and spirits. I have a nice piece of news for you. As 

you know that I am very much interested in sports. Recently our school has organised an 'Inter-School 
Sports Meet' on 20th of July for senior students. About 36 schools took part in this meet. As you know I 
am very much interesced in sports, I also had participated in it. Many events like races, jumps, throws 
etc., were arranged. It was a keen competition indeed. Many precious records were broken.

 I took part in 1500 mt. and Marathon race. I stood first in 1500 mts race. The DM of the city was the 
chief guest. The prize distribution was a proud moment for me as I got a gold medal. Renowned 
athlete Milkha Singh gave away the medals to the winners. I was very happy.

  Rest when we meet.
 Yours Sincerely,
 Karan.

OR
 345, Narang street
  Bangalore
 Augustn 21, 2015
  The Editor
 The Tribune
 New Delhi
 Subject : Concern on uncontrolled increasing prices of essential commodities.
  Sir,
 Through this column of your newspaper, I want to bring it to the notice of public and authorities the 

problem of rising cost of essential commodities. This inflation has made the life of the common man 
miserable. the speed with which the prices are rising has baffled the common man. He is confused. He 
does not know how to keep body and soul together. The government has failed to hold the price-line. 
Profiteers and black marketers are minting money while the masses are suffering hardships. It simply 
makes no sense to advice people to sacrifice their necessities and lead  life of austerity. The remedies 
are : more production and population control, nothing else can give relief to the teeming masses.

 Yours faithfully
  Vikalp      
XI.    (1 mark & 2 marks for Composition)
47. We can find much greatness of mind in acknowledging a good turn as in doing it. 1
48. It is necessary because man is a social animal and cannot live by himself. 1
49. We should be grateful to our parents and teachers for their care, help and guidance. 1
50. We can acknowledge a generous deed by saying 'Thank you' accompanied by a gracious smile. Also 

if we get an opportunity to return that kind deed, we have to do so ungrudgingly. 2
    nn
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SAMPLE 
   QUESTION PAPER - 2

(KSEEB April 2015, Exam Paper)

Solved___________________________________________

Time : 3 Hours Maximum Marks : 100

General Instructions :
 (i) The Question-cum-Answer Booklet consists of objective and subjective types of questions having 

50 questions.
 (ii) Space has been provided against each objective type question. You have to choose the correct 

choice and write the complete answer along with its letter in the space provided.
 (iii) For subjective type questions enough space for each question has been provided. You have to 

answer the questions in the space.
 (iv) Follow the instructions given against both objective and subjective types of questions.
 (v) Candidate should not write the answer with pencil. Answers written in pencil will not be evaluated.  

( Except Graphs, Diagrams and Maps)
 (vi) In case of Multiple Choice, Fill in the blanks and Matching questions, scratching / rewriting / 

marking is not permitted, thereby rendering to disqualification for evaluation.
 (vii) Candidates have extra 15 minutes for reading the question paper.
 (viii) Do not write anything in the space provided in the right side margin.

I. Four alternatives are given for each of the following questions / incomplete statements. 
Only one of them is correct or most appropriate. Choose the correct alternative and write 
the complete answer along with its letter in the space provided against each question.  
    14 × 1 = 14

1. The world admires Gandhiji as a great leader.

 The passive form of the sentence is :

 (A) The world is admiring Gandhiji as a great leader.

 (B) Gandhiji is admired as a great leader by the world.

 (C) Gandhiji was admired as a great leader by the world.

 (D) Gandhiji has been admired as a great leader by the world.

2. He levelled the ground and dug the earth for foundation.

 This can be written in a simple sentence as : 

 (A) He dug the earth for foundation when he levelled the ground.

 (B) He dug the earth for foundation and levelled the ground.

 (C) Levelling the ground, he dug the earth for foundation.

 (D) The ground was levelled and the earth was dug for foundation.

(With Model Answers of KSEEB June 2015 Exam)
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3. Choose the correct one-word medical term of the following :
 Science of the structure of the human body :
 (A) Urology (B) Anatomy
 (C) Panacea (D) Amnesia
4. He worked very hard, ............................. he failed.
 The appropriate conjunction that can be used here is :
 (A) but (B) and
 (C) so (D) since
5. Honour and reputation ............................. dearer than life.
 The suitable verb to be filled in the blank is :
 (A) are (B) have
 (C) had (D) is
6. They loved each other very much, .................. ?
 The question tag of the above is :
 (A) did they (B) don’t they
 (C) will they (D) didn’t they
7. Every student should have confidence in his abilities.
 The antonym of the word italicized is :
 (A) overconfident (B) diffidence
 (C) confidential (D) less confidence
8. I have some urgent work ................... .
 Fill in the blank with a suitable phrase :
 (A) to look for  (B) to look up
 (C) to attend to (D) on account of
9. The girl saw the painter standing ........................ the torrent.
 The suitable preposition to be used here is :
 (A) to (B) by
 (C) from (D) with
10. We had ............................... hour of English.
 The suitable article that can be used here is :
 (A) the (B) a
 (C) an (D) a / the
11. The meaning of the word “ponder” is to :
 (A) think (B) laugh
 (C) recite (D) speak
12. My legs are pillars.
 The figure of speech used here is :
 (A) Personification (B) Alliteration
 (C) Metaphor (D) Synecdoche
13. The teacher was satisfied with the performance of the students.
 The suitable prefix that can be used here to form the opposite of the word italicized is :
 (A) in (B) un
 (C) dis (D) non
14. Choose the pair that do not rhyme from the following :
 (A) bright-right (B) smiles-wiles
 (C) stole-pole (D) see-say
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